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You can benefit from reading this book if you are interested in supplementing pre-calculus math studies with a secondary book or seeking a non-traditional approach to introductory studies of mathematics. This book is suitable for game developers because it provides a playful approach to learning math. Its use of Visual Formula provides a ready way for anyone to explore pre-calculus math in a ready, creative way.

Who Should Read This Book

This book is suitable for anyone who is seeking fundamental knowledge of algebra and trigonometry. It is also ideal if you are seeking friendly software to help you along with your studies of math. While it does not provide a comprehensive examination of either subject, it focuses on those areas that prove essential to success in pre-calculus studies. This book also provides you with software that allows you to explore its topics in a way that is engaging and easy to manage.
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Observing the Sun with Coronado Telescopes (Patrick Moore's Practical Astronomy Series)Springer, 2007
The Sun provides amateur astronomers with one of the few opportunities for daytime astronomy.
In order to see the major features of our nearest star, special telescopes that have a very narrow visible bandwidth are essential. The bandwidth has to be as narrow as 1 × 10-10 m (1 Angstrom) and centred on the absorption line...
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Foundations of WF: an Introduction to Windows Workflow FoundationApress, 2006
Have you ever spent hours coding workflow for your applications? If so, the new Microsoft Windows Workflow Foundation (WF) technology will make your life easier. Foundations of WF: An Introduction to Windows Workflow Foundation introduces you to using Visual Studio 2005 and the Windows Workflow Foundation (part of Windows Vista) to...
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Designing Online Learning with FlashPfeiffer, 2009

	There is a need for a book that provides a model of learning that is appropriate for online learning as well as teaches the user how to create potent Flash applications to deliver online learning content. This book is an Adobe Flash tutorial set in an instructional design context. It demonstrates how to develop Flash tutorials for teaching...
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The Consulting Veterinary NurseJohn Wiley & Sons, 2012

	The Consulting Veterinary Nurse is an invaluable source of information for all veterinary nurses setting up and conducting their own nursing clinics in small animal practice. From the basics of setting up the consulting room to running and marketing individual clinics, this book provides a comprehensive coverage of the role of the...
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Handbook of Electrical Power System Dynamics: Modeling, Stability, and ControlJohn Wiley & Sons, 2013

	Complete guidance for understanding electrical power system dynamics and blackouts


	This handbook offers a comprehensive and up-to-date treatment of power system dynamics. Addressing the full range of topics, from the fundamentals to the latest technologies in modeling, stability, and control, Handbook of Electrical Power...
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Interactive 3D Multimedia Content: Models for Creation, Management, Search and PresentationSpringer, 2012

	The book describes recent research results in the areas of modelling, creation, management and presentation of interactive 3D multimedia content. The book describes the current state of the art in the field and identifies the most important research and design issues. Consecutive chapters address these issues. These are: database modelling of...
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